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Is there such a thing as a typical student?
The "typical" Dordt student is not majors, 64 agriculture majors, 45
female. But men outnumber women engineers, 42 communication majors.
at Dordt by only 30, or 51.75 percent. and 41 social work majors.
That's split pretty evenly. And in the While students from the Christian
freshman class, women outnumber Reformed denomination comprise 88
men by ten. percent of Dordt's student body, there
Dordt has 106 students who are are 12 other denominations
enrolled in a two-year area of represented at Dordt. About half of
concentration. 40 of these study these are Presbyterian and Reformed
secretarial science, 27 are general denominations, but there are also
studies students, and 24 are two-year Baptist, Lutheran, Methodist, and
agriculture students. Catholic students.
Dordt also offers a four-year medical Dordt's students come from all over.
technology degree. This year, The freshman class claims the only
however, Dordt will have no graduates students from Arizona, Idaho, Utah,
with this degree, since none of the five and Nova Scotia. There is a
students on campus working for this sophomore from Prince Edward
degree are seniors. Island, while juniors hold the
Seventy-four students are enrolled distinction of being the only ones from
in the nine pre-professional programs Saskatchewan, Kansas, and New
Dordt offers. 17 are pre-medical, Hampshire. There's also a foreign
followed closely by 16 pre-seminary student at Dordt, a freshman from the
students. Netherlands.
One table in the Institutional The "typical" student may be from
Statistics booklet totals students by Iowa, however. Out of 960 students,
their first major. Accounting and the 418 Iowans make up 43.5 percent
business administration majors total of Dordt's student body. If the 103
80, whlch,oy d6ing 8 little figuring, enJ1adians and one Dutch SlUilent are
makes up 18.8 percent of Qordt's subtracted, Iowans make up 48.8
population. 137 elementary education percent of Dordt's population. So, if
majors are next in line with 14.3 anybody is "typical" at Dordt, it's




The typical Dordt student is a female
elementary education major from
Iowa, right? Wrong! Only part of this
description is even close to being
accurate, according to Institutional"
Statistics, a booklet put out every year
by the Registrar's Office.
The title of this booklet is
misleading, though. The only
statistics that are included are tallies,
or "head counts." and some
percentages. The booklet is not
intended to be a statistical analysis of
Dordt's students. Rather, it provides
numbers about the student body so
that the administration can more
quickly fill out various questionnaires,
surveys, and other paperwork
requesting information. Nevertheless,
there are some interesting numbers in
this booklet.
Dordt's present enrollment is 960
students. There are 304 freshmen, 263
sophomores, 170 juniors, and 189
seniors. Doesn't add up to 960, does
it? There are a1so 'eleven special
students and 23 advanced freshmen,
who, for some required information,
may not be classified as freshmen.
That adds up to 960.
by Galen Sinkey
The panic-driven stock market made
history Monday with the biggest crash
in history. The average value of a
share of stock dropped about 30%
Monday, compared to a 12.8% drop
on October 28, 1929.
The stock market drop was caused
primarily by stock brokerages selling
phenomenal blocks of stock through
computerized "program trading" in
attempts to insure themselves and
their investors against the plummeting
stock values.
The factors that spurred this panic
STocK..>
particularly since German interest
rates climbed Monday. This may
transfer American capital to German
markets. where the interest rates are
higher, and will make it harder for
Germans to buy imported American
products. Finally, the tension in the
Persian Gulf is breeding fear of a
possible oil. embargo which would
further fuel inflation. If Gulf tensions
continue to escalate. the government
could be forced to tum to the financial
markets, selling securities and bonds,
to finance activities there. This would
raise inflation and hurt the stock
market.
What will be the effects of all this?
Monday's jolt to the economy lowered
Thil1.J-S (OULD the value of wealth in this country by
,-A"""""\ b .Ii half a trillion dollars. Although the
0---r e bel J e -,r short run will see a drop in interest-C?,B rates due to the transfer of capital/ from the stock market to the safer. h' ,.../ bond markets, the jolt will likely cut
- the fury in consumer borrowing and
spending. According to Dr. John
Visser, an economics professor at
Dordt, Monday's stock plunge will not
likely have any particular effect on the
northwest Iowa area since. not many
people in this area have large
investments in stock.
Unlike the 1929 crash, today's
economy has many built in safeguards
to keep it from a large scale
depression. Today's banking system
is closely regulated to prevent the
huge losses across the economy that
occurred in the Great Depression.
selling are widespread. They include
fears of rising inflation, the budget
deficit, the trade deficit, increasing
tension in the Mideast, and the general
downward trend in the market in the
last week. Investors fear rising
inflation resulting from growing
consumer spending habits over the
past few years. As inflationary
expectations increase, interest rates go
up, driving the prices of stock down.
Investors also fear the growing budget
deficit and possible tax increases. The
rising foreign interest rates raise
doubts about international cooperation
in solving the trade imbalance,





Have you been wondering if Dordt's
gymnasium has been attacked by
some vicious moles in the past few
weeks? Actually, Dordt has
contracted Jim's Digging Co. from
Sioux Center to place drainage tile
around the gymnasium to drain the
water from under the gym's floor.
According to Coach Vander Berg,
the gym's floor has been suffering
from warpage and expansion due to
moisture infiltration since the west
addition to the gym was built. This
warpage and expansion was serious
enough that contractors thought it
might be causing pressure against the
walls of the gym, possibly causing
structural damage. Originally, a new
floor was planned for the gym, to be
installed last summer. In preparing
for this installation, water was
discovered pooling under the gym's
floor, and it was decided to drain this
before going ahead with the new floor.
Vander Berg says that a new floor is
still being planned, and will hopefully
be built next summer. +
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Never say 'boring'
Unpredictable. That's what life is.
One day I complain about how boring
Western Civilization class is, and a
year later I'm staring at an enormous,
gorgeous Rubens painting in a
museum in Munich, wondering why I
didn't listen better in class so I'd know
what I was looking at. Or, have you
ever written "For a good time call
722-3687" on a restaurant wall or
elsewhere, and actually have someone
call? I guess we eventually have to
pay the consequences of our actions.
In March of 1983 I travelled with a
group of high school friends to a
journalism workshop at Columbia
University in New York City. The
campus seemed monstrous, the people
. incredibly varied, the buildings tall,
and we felt very small and Iowan. But
we did take a nibble out of the Big
Apple that some of us continue to
chew on today.
One of my friends managed to edge
to the front of a crowd to tell a
television reporter she had come all
the way from Iowa to see New York's
St. Patrick's Day parade. We made
friends with an Italian waiter who
looked just like Sylvester Stallone
(still a hero back then) and posed with
him for a photograph. We stole
posters from telephone poles and
walls, were blessed by an old man in
Central Park, who said, "May you
never get herpes," and we played a
violin and flute duet on a rock in
Central Park to a group of French
tourists. But perhaps the most
interesting event which happened to
my friend Kathy and 1 comes to a
climax tomorrow.
Kathy and I were yawning through a
lecture at Columbia when Kathy had a
bright idea. We wrote a message
(which I've since forgotten) along with
our names and addresses onto a small
piece of paper. We folded it and
placed it behind a metal bar in the old
wooden chair ahead of us, allowing a
small corner to stick out far enough
for some curious student to see. pull
out, and read. Six months later both
of us received letters from a poetic
computer science graduate student
named Rei Shinozuka. He had found
our note in, as he wrote, its "bottle
unsuitable for potables."
It's been more than four years since
we received his first carefully scribed
letter, and we're still corresponding.
In fact, tonight at 8:50 P.M. his plane
from New York arrives at the Sioux
City airport. After years of blind
correspondence we will actually meet
him face to face. He said over the
phone that he expected to be picked
up in a '52 Ford pickup truck--sure,
and I wear a straw hat and smoke a
corncob pipe. We may have painted a
somewhat rustic picture of Sioux
Center.
Two Novembers ago, with the help
of a tripod, a camera with a self timer,
and a tape recorder, Kathy and I
created a sight/sound presentation for
Rei. It was a Sunday afternoon so we
took photos standing in the middle of
main street. We sat on a tractor that
had ventured to the edge of town. We
lounged demurely on a log which had
fallen next to a run-down chicken-
coop (the one located in the alfalfa
field behind the Dordt chapel). He
may be surprised not to see outdoor
toilets or cattle grazing in the streets
(there was a cow in my parents'
garden a few weeks ago, and they live
in town). What are we going to do
with a New Yorker who's never seen a
cornfield or a cow close up?
We have decided to make the most
of the situation. We've reserved a spot
for him to sleep in my neighbor's
haymow. We'll take him milking at
the Dordt Dairy at 3:00 A.M.. On
Sunday we'll do what every traditional
Iowan does on a Sunday afternoon--go
silo counting. We do actually have a
list of things to do, but we could
always use some more good ideas.
Since editorials must come to a
conclusion, I guess I had better end
here. Perhaps what I'm trying to say is
this: life is never boring. It is
frustrating, unpredictable, wonderful;
basically it is whatever you make it to
be--how you face your situation.
I decided several years ago never to
use the word boring in sentences such
as this: I am bored. This is boring.
Boring! The way I see it, being
boring or bored means being
uncreative, which is the last thing I
want to be, and the last thing I have
been called to be. •
ars
• •OplnlOn. _
Prof proposes poetica.l plan for problem
by Dr. Case J. Boot
In just a few words I would like to share with you
my view of the new policy for Dordt's library.
My premise is that quietness is too much
and that silence is certainly necessary.
You might wonder why I further constrain
this already very strict rule.
You might ask whether I am even more
stubborn than the proverbial bull.
You might suggest that studying and
smooching really go hand in hand.
And that the exchange of softly spoken
romantic words don't deserve reprimand.
You might even protest to have been
kicked out after you asked another student
about an assignment such that you too might
become, like Solomon, very prudent.
It's certainly not my intent to pooh-pooh
the absolute silence of the P-section,
but, I want, with one modest change,
make a once-in-a-century correction.
The net result will be that instantly
the whole library will be as silent as section P,
and no longer the librarians would need
to function as a paid referee.
When this great discoverer returned to Europe
his friends accused him of being fraudulent.
From this day on everyone spoke about
Christopher Columbus with grandiloquence.
Of course, I don't expect to equal this
great deed of the founder of this continent.
They said that discovering America was quite easy,
you were carried there with a favorable wind.
They even proposed to queen Isabella that she would And I also realize that great innovations are
lawfully Columbus's fame rescind. often rewarded with a measure of punishment.
My modest proposal is simply that all
Dordt students and faculty learn a la Gallaudet
The American Sign Language, or the ASL
of the deafmute with its quiet alphabet.
Do you know what Columbus's response was
to this most unfriendly and foolish act?
Columbus spent much time in deep thought
to plan how he could eternalize his discovery fact.
The library staff will teach everyone
. the cneremest according to the linguist Stokoe.
Within a few weeks the whole library will
be as silent as softly falling snow.
To an early morning continental breakfast he
invited his former friends and the majestic queen.
He had ordered the cook to serve hard rolls,
coffee, and eggs a la cuisine.
(I should tell you that eggs a la cuisine
are simply what we call hard boiled eggs.)
The net result will be happiness to all,
no longer Dordt's library will be a joke;
Once the queen and the guests were seated,
Colum bus stood up on his very own legs.
Even the ridicule received from the
Red Raiders will completely go up in smoke.
No, he did not have a long speech about
America, but instead, he challenged a guest
Look at the money we ~ve!! No longer
do we need staff to recruit Mudents for Dordt.
To take an egg and tried and tried to
make an egg stand on its head.
Who does not want to come to Dordt's campus,
either for academics, social life or sport?
The longer they tried the more nervous they became
and everyone's head became purplish red.
Surely, my modest instant solution does
not match the egg of Columbus, I must add.
you might already have become a bit impatient
and wonder what exactly I have in mind.
After having heard me you will have to agree
that my proposal is one of a kind.
You might even want to compare my solution
with Columbus's discovery of this continent.
Seriously, I ask the Library Committee to take it to heart.
If they are honest, they'll admit it is not bad.
* the term chereme corresponds to phone~e of the
spoken language
The guests gave up. Calmly Columbus
took a hard boiled egg in his hand,
And without hesitation he placed the
egg on the table in a perfectly balanced stand.
Surely he had crushed the eggshell slightly,
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Of sunshine, strikes, and 'Series
by Kathy Nawyn
We lost the first two games by a
total of thirteen funs. Yes, my
beloved, injury stricken Cardinals are
hurting--and I am hurting too.
Faithfully, I have endured every game
with Ozzie and Willie, cringing each
time "Bruno" and "Herbie" belt a ball
into the gap in left center. My.heart
heavy with sorrow, I am stoically
ploughing through this week of
inning-by-inning agony, fighting off
the merciless taunts of my Minnesotan
friends. But such is the unenviable
plight of a die-hard baseball fan, and I,
like many others, often question why I
torture myself. I mean, why should
any sane person be concerned about
the strange ritual they call the national
pastime?
It begins already in late February
when all professional baseball players
journey to sunny places for spring
training. While most Americans battle
snowflakes and fight to extract their
vehicles from mammoth snowbanks,
these men combat sunburn and
restreteh obscure muscles.
In the warmth of Florida or Arizona
sunshine, they polish tobacco-chewing
and media skills. Last year's Most
Valuable Player nourishes persistant
journalists--and fans at home--with
informative quotes like, "It's a new
season, I'm just gonna go out and play
ball," or "I just hope I can help the
team."
Meanwhile, the new manager of last
season's most pitiful organization
beams, proclaiming into the
microphones, "It's a good solid ball
club. We've got good new uniforms
and good fresh paint in the clubhouse,
and we've got a good new batboy.
We've got a good shot at having a
good year."
As the exhibition season starts,
optimism infects everyone. It matters
not if a team is smashed with a 69-1
loss. After all, it's only spriug
training. If a former 20-game-winning
pitcher--now earning 27 million
dollars per pitch--fails to throw a
strike in his first six appearances. fans
snowed in in Northern Minnesota
conclude that their idol is still weary
from the II -inning game won in
September. "Just wait until the
regular season," they announce
confidently to any hockey player who
will listen, "then his true capabilities
will be revealed to the universe."
When April slams the door on
March, baseball fans anxiously count
the seconds until Opening Day. At
last game time arrives--along with the
traditional spring blizzard. But,
unhindered by the inclement weather,
the players are back in blinding glory,
eager to satisfy the restless longings of
baseball-starved creatures worldwide.
Bronzed skin gleaming under stadium
lights, the home team members gallop
out of the dugout, and, wading
through three inches of fresh snow,
take up their familiar field positions.
After Luciano Pavoratti has
bellowed out the national anthem in
Italian with the Newport, Rhode
Island, Hungarian boy's Rugby Club
accompanying on bongos and
xylophones, the baseball
commissioner tosses the first pitch.
Finally, the homeplate umpire
rumbles, "PLAY BALL!" and the
action begins.
The lead-off batter steps to the plate,
tugs on his batting helmet, tucks his
Playboy bunny necklace into his
undershirt, drools as he projects a
stream of saliva into space, wipes his
chin, digs a ditch in the batter's box
with his cleats, adjusts his waistband,
and takes a few practice swings.
Meanwhile, the pitcher stares from
the mound, removes his cap. scratches
his head, twitches his nose, fumbles
with the rosin bag, examines the ball,
rotates it, buries it in his glove, then
hiding it behind his back, adopts a
picturesque pre-pitch stance.
Impatient with the drama below, the
fan in the ballpark's upper deck orders
a third beer from the uniformed
vendor screaming, "This Bud's for
you!" Leaning over to his cigar-
smoking buddy the fan smiles
broadly. "Great game, ain't it?"
His neighbor, forehead furrowed as
he strains to hear the play-by-play
buzzing from the radio glued to his
ear, nods.
In major-league-team less Iowa,
another fan plasters his nose to the TV
screen. Bat, glove, and baseball issue
of Sports Illustrated keeping him
company, he readjusts his faded cap
and watches another Lite beer
advertisement.
Within five minutes, the Iowa fan is
pounding on his dog, the man in the
stands yelling obscenities, the pitcher
swallowing his chew, and the batter
skipping delightedly around third base
as an 85-year-old grandmother dances
in the rightfield bleachers
triumphantly waving a baseball. The
season is trul y underway.
And, so, as April melts into May,
statistics conquer the fine print of
newspaper sports pages, ready to be
disected each morning with the
breakfast grapefriet
The Yankee manager is fired in
June, and the American League loses
the All-Star game once again in July.
Monday night and Saturday
afternoons are religiously reserved for
watching grown men swinging pine-
tarred sticks at a little white ball and
speeding across a green carpet with
one hand enveloped in a monstrous
leather mitten.
Pilgrimaging fans crowd highways
to Chicago and Kansas City as August
ushers in the Interstate busy season.
Headlines daily report major league
broken fingers and pulled hamstrings,
along with pursued and shattered
baseball records.
The pennant race bursts into critical
condition when September reveals
itself. Fans of hopeless last place
teams consider seclusion or suicide.
while other baseball devotees polka on
coffee tables or cartwheel through
kitchens celebrating their favorite
club's seizure of the division title.
If, likemy Cardinals this year, the
season's struggles spill into post-
season play, fans rejoice. Infinite joy
overpowers as ninth-inning game-
winning home runs erase dreadful
memories of disheartening pre-season
predictions.
October symbolizes not Halloween
or leaf-raking, but more importantly,
the World Series. English
assignments, hourework, and broken
plumbing forgotten, all attention is
focused on two battling baseball clubs.
Emotions ascend. soaring on invisible
wings, with each victory. and crash,
mangled like Humpty Dumpty, with
each loss. And, after the final out is
imprinted on film for eternity and the
champagne has been washed from the
MVP's uniform, the fans remain.
Flustered, they wander aimlessly,
slowly easing themselves back into a
baseball-less routing.
Now, as November looms dark and
gray before us, and the wide mouth of
the off-season threatens to swallow us
up, I vow once again not to become
involved next year. But I can't stop
myself. Maybe my Cardinals will
make it to the 'Series again next
season--and win it all. With jack
Clark back healthy, aud if Magrane
discovers how to be consistent, and
McGee and Tudor have good years,
and ....It's only a little more than three
months until spring training--time to
start counting the days. _
letters to the editor: _
Student defends Hodgson
Letter to the editor
To the editor:
"The Almighty is beyond our reach
and exalted in power; in his justice
and great righteousness, he does not
oppress." (Job 37:23 NIV)
The Dordt Board of Directors and
"concerned" constituents have found it
within their boundary of power to
oppress the teaching capability and
wisdom of Rev. Richard Hodgson. I
would like to respond to the situation
reported in the last diamond, by
attempting to show the vainness and
closedmindedness of the Board
actions against Rev. Hodgson.
The IVCF debate of
Creation/Evolution was not one of
personal confession. It has been
repeatedly stated that it was solely for
"educational purposes and the
promotion of real thinking." The
journalists (from what the diamond
stated) obviously made no attempt to
include this vital information to the
constituents and thus branded Rev.
Hodgson as a Theistic/Evolutionistic
teacher. Why hasn't the Board
considered the educational purposes of
debate?
In Rev. Hodgson's personal
statements of belief, he continually
states his antagonistic position toward
the theories of Evolution and
especially Theistic Evolution. Why
should the Board and its committee
delve further into Rev. Hodgson's
Christian beliefs when they already
have them in writing? The Board
appears to have part of the present
modern media mentality of trying to
dig so deep into one's ideals and
lifestyle that they miss the main points
and cause more harm than good.
Rev. Hodgson sees positive results
from this investigation that people
possibly will see the components of
each position debated (Evolution &
Theistic Evolution), as well as the
dangers and human compositions of
each.
After having been in several of Rev.
Hodgson's classes, I can clearly see
that he is deeply committed to
teaching his courses in a manner that
thrusts all glory and responsibility of
creation to God. Any teaching or
view that attempts to undermine God's
almighty omnipotence or tries to put
God in a box (due to our meager
human understanding) is met with
disapproval by Rev. Hodgson. By
knowing different viewpoints of
creation. we as Christians are better
able to combat against and defend
ourselves from them. This is another
aspect Rev. Hodgson integrates into
the classroom setting at Dordt.
Naivete about the Evolutionism/
Creationalism debate is what throws
many Christians into a "heretic-finger-
pointing" frenzy. I believe the above
statement and poor journalism is what
has caused much of the Board's
needless action.
Rev. Hodgson integrates Christian
perspectives in class. and these are
based on his Christian foundation of
beliefs. The Board is continually
striving to make available a higher
standard of Christian education. Why
interrogate/investigate one's views
when you are both headed in the same
direction? "A kingdom divided
against itself will fall!" It is my hope
that the Board and constituents will
see the gift of Christian wisdom given
to Rev. Richard Hodgson as he
steadfastly teaches the creational
power of God as seen in the Book of
Job. Sincerely,
Jeff Alberts
. 111 .. 11 (
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Peruvian Baptist will speak on Reformation Day
served as a traveling secretary for the
International Fellowship of
Evangelical Students in Latin
America. From 1972 through 1975
Escobar was the General Director of
Intervarsity Christian Fellowship of
Canada. In 1979 he was ordained as a
Baptist minister in Lima, Peru,
Escobar's work and studies focus on
Christianity in relation to Latin
American culture and evangelical
missions. He has participated in many
worldwide evangelistic conferences.
Since 1983 Escobar and his family
have lived in the United Slates, where
he has been a visiting professor at
Calvin College and now at Eastern
Baptist Theological Seminary.
Escobar also serves as Vice President
of the International Association for the
Promotion of Christian Higher
Education and has worked closely
by Eve-Lynn Spykman
Rev. J. Samuel Escobar, a prominent
Latin American theologian currently
teaching missiology at the Eastern
Baptist Theological Seminary in
Philadelphia, will be this year's
Reformation Day speaker at Dordt
College. Escobar will begin the
Reformation celebration with a chapel
talk on Thursday, October 29. That
afternoon and evening he is scheduled
to present a pair of lectures entitled
Reformation and the Liberating Word
and Reformation and a Liberating
History. These lectures will be held at
3:30 p.m, and 7:30 p.m. in room C-
160 of the classroom building.
Escobar, a native of Peru, has been
deeply involved in evangelistic
ministry, traveling widely in Latin
America, Europe, Asia, Africa, and
North America. For fourteen years he
with Drs. LB. Hulst and John Vander
Stelt of Dordt in this capacity.
Rev. Escobar is scheduled to remain
at Dordt all day Thursday and Friday,
October 29 and 30. On Friday he will
meet with the faculty and various
classes and student groups. In
connection with Reformation Day, the
film The Mission will be shown on
Friday at 6:30 p.m. and 9:00 p.m. It
was Escobar who called this film to
the attention of a group of Dordt
faculty members. The Mission tells
the story of Latin American natives
and their conflicts with European
imperialists. To conclude his
participation in Dordt's Reformation
celebration, Escobar will lead a




Brazilian engineering prof to arrive •In December
conference in Switzerland at which
Hulst spoke for the International
Association for Reformed Faith and
Action. Hulst spoke about teaching
all academic subjects from a Biblical
perspective, and Ribeiro became
interested in the implications of this
for technology and engineering.
When the teaching position in the
Engineering Department became
open, Bibeiro responded to an
advertisement in one of the Reformed
periodicals and was later offered the
job. •
Sioux Center will be his first time
here.
According to Charles Adams, a
Dordt professor of Engineering, the
board and the Engineering Department
are attracted to Ribeiro's radically
Reformed, Christian approach to
technology and to engineering.
Speaking of Ribeiro's qualifications,
Adams said, "The most important
thing is his real excitement; a real
enthusiasm for a Reformational
approach to engineering." Ribeiro has
extensively studied much of the
writings of the foremost Christian
philosophers of technology. Ribeiro
earned his undergraduate degree in
electrical engineering at a university
in Brazil and received his Ph.D in
England.
Ribeiro is currently an engineer in a
large power corporation in Recife,
Brazil, and teaches part-time at a
nearby technical college. Ribeiro's
wife, the daughter of Dutch Reformed
missionaries to Brazil, is a medical
doctor, a general practitioner studying
homeopathic medicine. The Ribeiro's
have four children.
Ribeiro became acquainted with
Dordt in 1984 when he met Dordt's
President, Dr.J.B. Hulst, at a
by Galen Sin key
Slaff Writer
Dr. Paulo Ribeiro, a native of Brazil,
will make his belated arrival to Sioux
Center on December 3, 1987, joining
Dordt's faculty in the Engineering
Department.
Ribeiro was interviewed by phone
and hired during the last school year,
and hoped to arrive in Sioux Center
this past July and begin teaching
electrical engineering courses this
semester. However, Ribeiro's
immigration to the United Slates was
delayed by the newly revised illegal
alien laws. His December 3 arrival to
10 veRussia ChristianTo ·w i t h,
Christian lives his faith; the American
tries to explain it. The Russian
Christian is characterized by personal
submission. whereas the American
tends to emphasize personal effort.
The sense of being Christian and of
being Russian is the same to these
Christians. There is no distinction.
Heifner talks of how being a support
to the Russian Christians was so
appreciated by the people she had
contact with. At one worship service
she attended, an elderly woman put an
arm around her, her body shaken with
sobs, and despite the language barrier
the two women communicated---....
In Moscow, a city as big as New York
City.rit IS estimated that half of the
children are baptized. The Russian
people are allowed to worship freel y,
yet the law prohibits religious
propaganda. They cannot leach the
Bible, have Bible studies, or do things
that we consider to be church
activities. However, the Christians
work around this law. Some have
worship services every day. others
have "choir practice." The worship
services consist of singing; they are
entirely liturgical. The scripture text,
the Lord's Prayer, and the creed are all
chanted. Visual representations.
incense, and candles all add to the
service. Heifner said, "The church
services are very powerful. Nowhere
here have I been in a place where I
have had that kind of experience."
According to Heifner, the church in
Russia underwent persecution
throughout the revolution. The slate
leaders tried to create differences and
schisms within the church. However,
the more the church was persecuted,
the stronger it became. Heifner
believes that the Christian philosophy
of life is imbedded in Russian culture
and that is why the communist leaders
are up in arms against Christianity.
She said that there is really no dualism
or individualism in the mind of the
Russian Christian. God has revealed
Himself for their whole way of life.
The Russian Christian experiences
spiritual reality through his everyday
experiences, whereas we as American
tend to define and defend intellectual
creeds and doctrines. The Russian
by Jacquie Boonstra
Staff Writer
Russia. To the average American, it
is cold, harsh, hard, and under
persecution. How is it possible for a
Christian to live under oppression?
How is the activity of faith to be
expressed in a communist country?
Joan Heifner, social work professor at
Dordt, attempts to answer these
questions.
Heifner went to Russia for 21 days in
the summer of 1986. As part of the
Peace Making Seminar, she was one
of 138 Christians from different
ecumenical groups. The purpose of
the seminar was to make contact with
the churches in Russia as a gesture of
peace. The group had an intensive
three day orientation in New York
City to prepare them for Russian
culture. After New York, they were in
Moscow for three days where they
divided up into six groups. Each
group had a Russian tour guide. The
groups talked to government and
church officials on the issues of
women, youth, human rights, peace,
and foreign policy.
Although one purpose of the trip was
to talk to officials, to be a voice of the
Russian people, Mrs. Heifner talked
mostly about the group's second
purpose--to support the Russian
Christians.
The largest church in the Soviet
Union is the Russian Orthodox
Church. Heifner estimates that there
are approximately 55 million
Christians as compared to 18,.5
million Communist Party members.
through love. Heifner also told of a
seminary professor who said, "You
must understand that many of our
church people left our country and
emigrated to other countries and they
criticized us and said that we had sold
out [to the government] because we
had stayed. And until you [Heifner
and group] came here, we have been
alone." According to Heifner, this is
what it means to give support.
Heifner exclaimed of her trip, "I
thought I was going over there as part
of a peace group. I really was the
person who received." •
.:.1
Joan Heifner (right) with friend Pat Knutson poses In front of the United States
embassy while visiting Russia.
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'Best science fiction has meat to it'
is at first appealing, we come to
understand that choosing utopia forces
us to give up our humanit~ We then
can learn to accept our humanity.
fallen and needing trahsformation.
Serious science fiction offers this
warning and this hope. +
satires or not. Ray Bradbury's
Fahrenheit 451, Anthony Burgess's A
Clockwork Orange, and many of
Vonnegut's works would then be
considered political satires, also.
These works are dystopian, and others
like Ayn Rand's Anthem, Walter F.
Miller's A Canticle for Leibowitz, and
Pierre Boulle's Planet of the Apes also
have this tendency.
A strength of science fiction has
always been its focus on telling a good
story. The majority of Bradbury's
works succeed on good story alone.
The story emphasis has often allowed
critics to label it as juvenile or young
adult fiction without taking it
seriously. Bradbury is taught at the
junior high level. Vonnegut isn't
taught at all. I know the probems of
teaching recent literature, modem or
science fiction: we don't know what
will last. But literature starts to last if
we read it and encourage the next
generation to read it. Not teaching
science fiction is probably good for
the genre. I can imagine what sort of
damage deconstructionism would do
to a Vonnegut story: it would take the
fun and the guilt out.
The best science fiction has meat to
it. A number of these novels have a
religious or mystical dimension (or a
conspicuous lack of one). C.S.
Lewis's Time Trilogy and Miller's
Canticle both explore distinctly
Christian themes. Isaac Asirnov's
Foundation series has a humanist
framework. as does Margaret
ALWood'sA Handmaid's Tale. Arthur
C. Clarke's works have a consistent
mysticism. Huxley, Orwell, and
Rand's novels have large segments of
the population oblivious to the
supernatural. Only the Savage in
Huxley's Brave New World makes any
attempt to link the worlds of religion
and absence of religion together.
Vonnegut depicts perversion of
religion, although he admitted in a
Playboy interview (published in
Welcome to the Monkey House) that of
all lies, Christianity was his favorite
lie. .
As in other fiction, science fiction
deals with love and sexuality.
Repression of love is a consistant
theme in Orwell's 1984. C.S. Lewis's
Time Trilogy encourages a
transcendent view of love. Huxley's
Brave New World shows
manipulation of love for the Slate's
benefit.
A good question one might ask of
science fiction is whether it has sexist
tendencies. After all, most people
think of half nude women on Robert
Heinlein book covers when they think
of science fiction. Generally, science
fiction writers aren't women haters.
The book covers are often as sexual as
the books get. Sex sells, and
booksellers know it. The science
fiction works I've mentioned have an
overall high view of women, though.
I wouldn't attribute lack of women's
interest in science fiction to any innate
sexism in the genre but rather to the
lack of encouragement to read it. As
society encourages women not to like
science in school because it isn't
feminine, so women are also
encouraged to not like science fiction.
A final question of literature and of
science fiction--if it is to be
considered literature-vis whether
science fiction sets a good norm of
how to live and love. I answer the
question with a yes for most of the
books referred to. Walker Percy's
nonfiction book Lost in the Cosmos
lapses into science fiction in the final
chapters, providing a good illustration
of science fiction's usefulness .in this
area. Percy presents to the reader two
worlds to choose from: one of utopia
on a moon of Jupiter and another on
earth after a nuclear war in an
uncontaminated area called Lost
Cove, Tennessee' where violence is
starting up again. Although the utopia
by Kurt Hoeksema
Science fiction, long in the realm of
pulp magazines and low-budget
movies, has slowly established itself
as a serious literary genre. Browsing
through a Walden books might not
indicate such a change. But judging
by the amount of critical study and the
inclusions in fiction anthologies, we
can see otherwise.
I define science fiction as a
combination of convincing scientific
possibilities with the effect this has on
a character's personality. This
definition excludes most of what
generally passes as science fiction
because most of science fiction either
doesn't convince or avoids the focus
on humanity. I'm not even setting out
to defend all of a certain science
fiction writer's work. No scholar tries
to make something out of nothing
even if the work was written by a
great writer. Does Herman Melville's
reputation rest on Omoo or Mark
Twain's on Tom Sawyer. Detective?
Good science fiction effects a sense
of wonder and/or a sense of horror.
This explains why Edgar Allan Poe,
Nathaniel Hawthorne, and H. G. Wells
are considered forerunners of the
movement. Descendant writers like
Franz Kafka and Flannery O'Connor
are similar to science fiction writers
Ray Bradbury and Kurt Vonnegut.
Both Kafka's Metamorphosis, about a
man metamorphosing into an insect,
and Bradbury's "Usher II" in The
Martian Chronicles, a retelling of
Poe's "The Fall of the House of
Usher," show an intermingling
between serious fiction and science
fiction. This indicates that science
fiction has been adopted as an
acceptable literary convention for
telling a story.
Major writers like Aldous Huxley
and George Orwell have wntten
novels in this genre, Brave New
World and 1984, respectively. I have
heard these works called political
satires. These novels clearly have
elements of science fiction whether
one prefers to call them political
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Van Essen leads workshops
by Melanie Ten Pas
Recently three job search workshops
were presented by Quentin VanEssen
who works in career placement.
Approximately 170 students
participated in the Self Assessment,
Job Assessment, Resume Writing and
Document Presentation workshops.
"That was good attendance
considering that I've already dealt with
the Education major," remarked Van
Essen. The most successful workshop
was on self-assessment. "When I
talked with some employers and past
graduates, they said that maybe the
area which they (graduating students)
needed more help was in this whole
area of assessment," he said. The
general feeling towards the workshops
was that the Self and Job Assessment
workshops were the best. Kathy
Brandstetter, a social work major, said
the Job Assessment workshop
"informed me a little bit more about
where to look for jobs." A business
administration major, Brian Ward,
said that he too was glad that he
attended the workshop adding that it is
important to talk with friends who had
already landed jobs and ask for their
advice.
"It's very good to describe to another
person what your personality is. We
don't do this very often. What are your
strengths? What are your
weaknesses? What are your goals?
These are the kind of questions that
always come up in interviews," Van
Essen said. "Being able to tell a
potential employer about yourself is
essential," he remarked.
Some found the Resume Writing
workshop was not as effective as the
other workshops. Students already
had information about this area. In
class they had talked about writing
resumes and information was supplied
in their texts. Some commented that it
seemed like a review because they had
dealt with the topic several times.
Van Essen stated that this series of
Job Search Workshops was the most
successful of all. "I've had a lot of
students stop by and say, 'This is
really good' or 'I've never done
anything like this before." +
" ••.• ".IId WIth permiSSIon.
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All you ever wanted to know about the film series ...
by Ryan Hoekstra
Staff Writer
Have you ever wondered where all
those Dordt movies come from, who
chose them, or why they were
selected? If you have, read on, for the
answers to these questions will soon
be revealed.
Dordt's film committee consists of
four faculty members and four
students, and is in charge of the film
series. The committee's stated
purpose is to "choose the film series
and oversee how that is carried out,"
says committee chairman Don King.
Talking with King, however, reveals a
deeper, underlying guideline for all
the committee does. "We don't want
to show movies just for entertainment,
but to go beyond that, to help increase
exposure to different kinds of film,"
says King.
By educating students on the role of
film in our culture and developing a
more critical view of film, students
can become more sensitive to the
medium of film, and can develop a
different approach to cinema, King
explains. "Too often we just watch,
and become passive viewers. We can't
just disengage our brains," he says.
"We should be aware so that we arc
not subject to manipulation." King
sees film as a powerful medium, a
channel by which the many individ-
uals who make cinema what it is--
producers. directors, actors-can make
their attitudes and views of the world
known to others. Because these views
and attitudes often conflict with values
which Christians hold, passive
viewing is not a good approach to
cinema, says King. It is with this
frame of mind that the film committee
carries out its purpose of selecting
and showing films.
King recognizes the sheer enjoyment
of watching a movie. "I love movies.
I find them very enjoyable," he says.
"But we try very hard not to have a
film just for pure entertainment." One
exception to this rule is the first film
of the season. The first film is always
popular, and the idea is to allow the
audience to relax and enjoy it. says
King.
The film committee is also aware of
its limitations. "The film series is not
a fllm class or course," he says. Dordt
does not presently have a film course,
but Dr. James Koldenhoven teaches a
subeourse in Arts 200 on film. Some
of this year's films are being shown in
conjunction with Koldenhoven's class,
King explains.
Movies for the school year are
selected during second semester of the
previous school year by the film
committee. Sometimes films are
chosen because they fit a theme the
committee has decided to use, while in
other years-this year, for example--a
general theme is chosen after movies
have been selected, King says. Last
year's committee chose films they felt
students should see or enjoy. Because
of the diversity of the chosen films,
the theme this year is broad as well.
"We had a catchy phrase," says King,
"something like 'different people and
different cultures."
This theme can be seen in various
ways in the films chosen this year.
The "different cultures" subtheme is
evident in films like "Out of Africa"
and "The Gods Must Be Crazy," both
films about Africa. "A Man for All
Seasons" and "Educating Rita" are
English films, while "Amadeus" and
"Nosferatu the Vampyre" are German.
Also on the list arc films about
Argentina ("The Official Story") and
China ("From Mao to Mozart").
Different subcultures will also be
presented in this year's series. Most
notable among these are "An
American Tale," a Stephen Spielberg
cartoon about Russian immigrant mice
in America, and "Hoosiers," which
was shown on September 5.
Still other movies will be shown
because of their place in certain
genres. "'Mr. Smith Goes to
Washington' is a classic of its type,"
says King. "Shadowlands" is a
Christian biography of C.S. Lewis,
and "Mr. Hulot's Holiday" is a French
comedy.
The film committee does not have
clear cut guidclines regarding R' rated
movies. One guideline is generally
followed on "questionable" scenes and
movies. "We will show it in its
entirety or not at all," King states.
Even this policy is not a hard and fast
rule, however. King says that some
films are edited by the film companies
for use on airlines or television. If
these edited versions are sent to Dordt,
the film committee will show them.
"The film committee has not yet
adopted a strong, hard decision
dealing with that," says King. The
general principle that guides the'
committee on this issue of whether or
not to show "objectionable" scenes or
movies is that "if anyone from the
committee has strong feelings on it,"
the objectionable film will not be
shown. according to King.
Dordt rents films from about six
different movie companies. Film
prices range from $75 to $750. "The
average is about $200, with popular
.:'.llms costing more." says King.
"Hoosiers," for instance, cost $475,
and "Amadeus" cost $500.
Different factors determine the cost
of each individual movie, King
explains. Some are more expensive
because they come from a smaller
company.
rented from a certain company, and so
cost more to rent than a film which is
discounted because it is one of several
rented from a company. How popular
or current the film is also plays a part
in determining cost, King says.
Films are financed in part by Student
Services allocations. "We have to
raise the rest ourselves," King says.
Ticket proceeds go toward the rental
of the movie. At two dollars a movie,
King says, "we never make money." •
Nosferatu: Demon of the dark
by Angela Struyk
"Good evening," a tall man with
black hair, a peculiar accent, and a
red-lined cape says as he looks
hungrily at your throat. You know
immediately that the man is a
vampire, the eerily handsome prowler
of the night. But in the film
Nosferatu, Phantom of the Night, the
movie that will be shown in CI60 on
Saturday night, Count Dracula is not
portrayed as we know him through
American film.
Instead of the stately pale man with
coal black hair, Count Dracula is as
hairless as an onion. His face is gaunt,
his body ematiated, and his fangs are
his front two teeth instead of the usual
canines. He is indeed a hideous
creature.
Nosferatu is a 1979 production,
directed by the Werner Herzog. The
movie is German with English
subtitles. However the subtitles do
not take away from viewing the film
since much of Herzog's effect is
visual.
After the first odd scene, the viewer
can expect an unusual production.
The opening scene seems reminiscent
of the holocaust--grotesque dead
humans twisted and distorted, most of
their mouths open as if shrieking. A
dissonant chorus of what the
imagination might call spirits moans
as the camera moves along the
intertwining corpses. The story itself
does follow the general pattern set by
Bram Stoker in his original book
Dracula, in which a young woman is
plagued by strange dreams and
enormous bats while her husband is
making a business transaction with
Count Dracula in Transylvania.
Unfortunately the husband, Jonathon,
seems to stir up the evil Nosferatu
("the undead"), who begins a barrage
of deadly actions.
The filming, scenery, and sounds are
anything but usual. On his journey to
Transylvania. Jonathon travels
through beautiful regions of both dark
and light, good and evil, real and
unreal. Count Dracula's castle is not
the usual crumbling brick filled with a
jungle of spiderwebs, but a white
shrine, the insides white and smooth,
like bone. There are frantic scenes
where those waiting to die sing, dance,
wine and dine in the city streets while
eerie music covers the sounds of their
revelry.
The movie may seem slow-paced
since the director seems more
interested in the visual impact than in
the action of the plot. In some scenes
the characters are portrayed
ovcrdramatically, making scenes
meant to be frightening almost
humorous.
But if vou are a lover of the unusual
and of quasi-horror film, Nosferatu
will be quite satisfactory. It is a
portrayal of Dracula as you have never
seen before. +
.-' . ". -
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A View of U2
by Eve-Lynn Spykman, Preston
Zwart, and Phyllis Meijers
"I guess we came to the right place
tonight" With these words U2's lead
singer, Bono, welcomed the sell-out
crowd at the University of Iowa's
Carver-Hawkeye auditorium Tuesday
night. He couldn't have put it better.
Opening the evening for U2 was the
American band, The Be-Dean's, who
played for 45 minutes but stirred up
only minimal enthusiasm in the
stands. The crowd was saving its
applause for the four-member Irish
group, which in just ten years has
gone from being a group of Dublin
high schoolers to a highly respected,
world-reknowned rock-and-roll band.
U2 took the stage with a contagious
energy that set the pace for the entire
show. Their first number "Where The
Streets Have No Name" from their
latest and best album The Joshua
Tree, sent a wave of fans from their
upper level seats to the house floor to
get a closer look.
For 1-3(4 hours straight U2
delivered highlights from their
Joshua Tree recording, punctuated
with numbers from their five previous
releases. Although U2 has grown
tremendously in popularity since the
release of Boy in 1980, they are not
merely a pop group. This is a band
committed to social consciousness not
seen much in the 1980's. Their songs
appeal to political action and relief for
the oppressed. The song "Bullet the
Blue Sky" was inspired by Bono's
travels in EI Salvador, where he
experienced, along with native
farmers, the horror of battle. "In
God's Country" and "Sunday Bloody
Sunday" were written about the band's
native war-torn Ireland.
A highlight of the concert was U2's
bluesy rendition of the Beatles' "Help
Me if You Can," dedicated to Winnie
Mandela, wife of jailed South African
activist Nelson Mandela. Another
number "Pride (In the Name of
Love)," was dedicated to Martin
Luther King, Jr., whom Bono dubbed
real American hero. nor a television
hero. The band actively promoted
Amnesty International, an
organization which promotes global
awareness and support of politically
oppressed individuals.
This is not to say that the
atmosphere at Tuesday night's concert
was heavy or somber. U2 proved their
rockability the whole way through.
Songs like "New Year's Day" and "I
Will Follow" had the crowd dancing
in the aisles. Every fan's fantasy carne
true when Bono grabbed a front row
ticket holder onto the stage to help
perform U2's version of the Curtis
Mayfield tune "People Get Ready."
U2's success proves that it is still
possible to be a "self-made" band.
Although none of the members has
formal musical training, they can play.
The band was formed in 1976 when
drummer Larry Mullen, Jr. posted a
note on his high school bulletin board
asking anyone interested to help
organize a rock band, They ended up
with a foursome: Mullen on drums,
Adam Clayton on bass, Bono (Paul
Sting's second success
by Preston Zwart
After listening to ... Nothing Like
the Sun, the brand new release by
Sting, I asked myself, "are there
enough glowing phrases to describe
this terrific record?" and I answered
myself, "No." Translation: this is a
beauty of an album.
This is the second solo album that
Sting has released since his first band,
the Police, broke up in 1984. His first
solo work, The Dream of the Blue
Turtles, established this Englishman
as a versatile songwriter.
incorporating jazz influences into the
music. Sting's latest album continues
to use rock and jazz as its primary
musical influences. but this time
around, tinge of reggae and the blues
are also present.
... Nothing Like the Sun combines
these musical styles with Sting' simple
yet beautiful melodies and lyrics.
Sting's songs on this album cover
many different themes: love, politics
and TV evangelists, to name just a
few.
Sting's songs dealing with love are
not your normal Top 40 fare, and are
more often than not shaded by some
slightly ominous slant. "We Belong
Together," the current single release
from the album, is a sexy, funky
affirmation of an obsessive love. "Be
Still My Heart" is basically an anti-
love ballad sung by someone whose
heart "is not ready to be broken just
yet." Another song, "Straight to My
Heart," is a pulsing reggae tune that
laments the dim future of love and
romance.
Songs like "Rock Steady" and "They
Dance Alone" highlight a certain
amount of social commentary done by
Sting on this album. "Rock Steady" is
a bluesy story-song that compares
television evangelists to a modern
day, conniving Noah. The keeper of
the big wooden boat promises
everyone that he alone has the way to
save me world and gets many people
to follow him without asking
themselves "Just how safe is this boat
we'll be on?" In the song, Sting
eventually opts for a small steady rock
rather than the huge, luxurious but
unsteady boat.
Spurred by his work with Amnesty
International, Sting wrote "They
Dance Alone," a song about the
Hewson) singing lead vocals, and
David "The Edge" Evans on lead
guitar.
Like it or not, though, the focus of
the show is lead singer Bono. His
powerfully expressive vocals range
from a hoarse whisper to a strident
shout, to the gently soaring melodies
in between. He captures the raw
intensity of the lyrics as he prowls the
stage like a cat.
U2 needs no crutches. Using a bare
bones stage set and limited special
effects. the focus is on the music. Nor
do they rely on props or changes of
costume to keep the audience
interested. Favoring boots, jeans,
black shirts. and their trademarkwide-
brimmed hats. U2 looks down-to-
earth. For this band. the music comes
first, not the performers.
Tuesday night's audience refused to
go home until U2 delivered two
encores. The first encore concluded
with a stirring performance of the hit
single, "With or Without You." The
lighting during this number
transformed the band members into
silver pillars against the backdrop of
darkness.
But the evening could not officially
end until U2 performed their now-
standard closing anthem, "40."Almost
a doxology, this song is a paraphrase
of Psalm 40:
I waited patiently for the Lord
He finally heard my cry.
He lifted me up out of the pit,
Out of the miry clay.
I will sing, sing a new song.
When the muscians left the stage for
good, the audience continued to sing
the victorious. yet haunting refrain,
"How long to sing this song?"
As the audience filed out, this
appropriate comment was overheard:
"I wish this feeling can be captured in
a boule." +
vicums of political oppression in
Chile. The women of Chile, whose
brothers, sons and husbands have
disappeared because of Chilean
President Pinochet's death squads, are
allowed only one form of protest: they
dance in the streets with pictures of
their disappeared loved ones pinned to
their dresses. "They Dance Alone"
tells their story in a beautiful,
hymnlike melody (almost too
beautiful considering the tragic subject
it deals with) that finally changes into
a sad, haunting chorus. The song ends
on a hopeful note when the women
claim that "One day we'll dance on
their graves ... we'll sing our
freedom ...and we'll dance."
You may have noticed that my
record reviews in the diamond are
almost always positive. This is
because I am allowed to choose for
myself which new releases to call to
your attention. .iNothing Like the
Sun definitely deserves your attention.
To rephrase a well-worn reviewer's
line: If you buy only one album, tape
or CD this year, make it ... Nothing
Like the Sun; if you are going to but
two--Lhenbuy two copies of this one.
It's that good. •
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Defenders hope to end with title
by Chuck Adams
Sports Writer
With only three games remaining in
the season, but a key player missing
from the lineup, Dordt soccer coach
Quentin VanEssen is characteristically
upbeat. "Our defense has solidified
greatly as a unit," he says. VanEssen
says that if there were a statistic for
the number of times the Dordt defense
pulls an opposing team offside, this
year's squad would be a leader.
Not everything is turning out perfect
for the Defenders. In a game played
on artificial surface in Omaha, Simon
DeJong, the starting center halfback
and third leading scorer, suffered a
severely pulled calf muscle. Dejong
is expected to be out of action at least
until the regular season finale on
October 31 against Wartburg.
In the week before the game in
Omaha, the Defender soccer team won
two games, handily defeating the
University of South Dakota, 8-1, then
using defense effectively to defeat
Wartburg, 3·0. VanEssen said he was
a little disappointed by the
competition put up by USD, but he
added that the team was able to enjoy
the game. VanEssen also said he was
very impressed by the defense play in
the Wartburg game. According to
VanEssen, the team was being
watched by many high school players
participating in Dordt's High School
Soccer Tournament, and it was
important to play well, which they did.
The Thursday night game in Omaha
against the University of Nebraska-
Omaha was the only game of the
season on arti liciul turf. Van Essen
says the team is not equipped to play
on artificial turf, and the players were
"sliding all over the place." The
soccer team members were "begging,
borrowing, or stealing" some sort of
turf shoe in order to play beUer on the
turf. The ball moves much faster and
bounces around "like a super ball" on
artificial turf, and tbe Defenders were





With five years of Dordt College
experience, team manager Jeff
Dykstra believes this year's edition of
the Defenders is the best he's seen. He
believes that Dordt has a good chance
of capturing the NAJA District 15
championship, saying if the team
doesn't become "overconfident" the
title is well within reach.
Although much of the reason for the
team's excellent season rests with the
play of the team, Coach Quentin
VanEssen gives some credit to
Dykstra. Dykstra, a fifth-year senior
from Florida, used up his four years of
CJiZibilily prior to this season, and this
year acts as team manager. Much of
Dykstra's job deals with keeping the
team n-nning-vproviding the balls.
making .ure the nets are ready for
practice, a,,~ painting the lines on the
field. But according to VanEssen,
Dykstra plays a larger role for the
team--almost the role of an assistant
coach. "A lot of the time I need a guy
to give me a second opinion:' says
VanEssen. "He can watch a particular
guy and see how he's playing while J
watch the whole game." VanEssen
says Dykstra's knowledge has been
one of the best advantages to having
him as manager.
This is the second year a
knowledgeable soccer player has
served as manager. Last year Simon
DeJong, who was ineligible for one
year after transferring, performed the
duties of manager while further
helping VanEssen with his soccer
knowledge.
Several of the players have noted the
job Dykstra docs in putting together
team statistics. Greg DeBoer says that
statistics are meaningful for the
players, and Dykstra has been "very
particular" in putting together the
statistics.
Another role played by Dykstra is
that of encourager. "He congratulates
the players and keeps the team spirit
up," according to Rick Abma.
VanEssen adds that Dykstra starts
practices when he is unable to be there
on time. something that saves precious
practice time.
Dykstra says he has enjoyed working
with the team, partly because of the '-----------------------------'
fan support. "Fan support has been
fantastic," according to Dykstra, but
he adds that "it is easier to cheer for a
good team." He says he would like to
see more fan support as the season
draws to an end, saying that going to a
soccer game is a cultural experience.
"It is the most popular sport in the
world, even if it isn't popular in the
Midwest." Dykstra predicts tbat fans
will have something to cheer about in
the future, saying he foresees strong
teams at Dordt for the next several
years due to the strong crop of
freshmen.
After five years, Dykstra says he has
seen Dordt soccer go up and down.
He volunteered to be manager his fifth
year, in large part SO he could remain a
part of the team he previously enjoyed
playing on for four years. To him, the
highlight of his season as manager has
been traveling with the team and
seeing it win. +
says the team played well considering
the circumstances. Even though the
game ended in a I-I tie, VanEssen
says the only real problem in the game
was the loss of DeJong.
The final game last week, against a
slower Nebraska Wesleyan team,
ended up as a 5-0 win for the
Defenders. "We used a lot of different
people and combinations in that
game," says VanEssen. He has finally
decided on regular center forward Jim
Colyn as a replacement for DeJong at
the center halfback position. "Jim has
worked a lot with Simon, and I feel he
can do a good job for us," says
VanEssen. He admits that Colyn has a
little less speed than Dejong does, but
he believes that can be overcome. To
replace Colyn at the center forward
spot, VanEssen is calling on Rick
Abma and John Brouwer, both of
whom have experience at the position.
Tonight's game against South Dakota
State is expected to be tough.
VanEssen says toe offense proved
itself in an early season test against
SDSU in Brookings, but the defense
needs to continue its improvement.
VanEssen does acknowledge the home
team advantage for tonight's game.
Dordt has not lost a home soccer game
this season.
After tonight's game, two matches
remain: away rematches versus South
Dakota on Tuesday and Wartburg on
Saturday. Both teams lost to Dordt
earlier in the season, but VanEssen
says that the Wartburg match may be
especially difficult. But he also
doesn't rule out the possibility of three
straight victories, which would put the
Defenders' record at 12-2-1 for the
season. •
Freshman basketball players practice (or the upcomIng basketball season.
(photo by Angela Eriksen)
r-----------CO~ON-----------,
Grab a Friend--It's More Fun!
Exercise Two-for-One!
Classi Chassi Aerobic Studio
''Where Keeping Fit Is Fun"
315 1st Avenue N.E.
SloW<Center
Class Schedule
Mon., Wed., Fri., 8:30AM.
Sat., 9:00AM.
Mon., Tues., Wed., 6:00 P.M.
FIRST CLASS FREE WITH COUPON
MARY BOOTE, Certified Instructor
Phone 712-439-2441
One coupon per person. Good Ihru Ocl. 1987L ~
